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Abstract
We analyze the possibility of having a constant spatial NS-NS
field, H123. Cosmologically, it will act as stiff matter, and there
will be very tight constraints on the possible value of H123 today.
However, it will give a noncommutative structure with an associa-
tive star product of the type θij = αǫijkxk. This will be a fuzzy
space with constant radius slices being fuzzy spheres. We find that
gauge theory on such a space admits a noncommutative soliton with
galilean dispersion relation, thus having speeds arbitrarily higher
than c. This is the analogue of the Hashimoto-Itzhaki construction
at constant θ, except that one has fluxless solutions of arbitrary
mass. A holographic description supports this finding. We specu-
late thus that the presence of constant (yet very small) H123, even
though otherwise virtually undetectable could still imply the exis-
tence of faster than light solitons of arbitrary mass (although pos-
sibly quantum-mechanically unstable). The spontaneous Lorentz
violation given by H123 is exactly the same one already implied by
the FRW metric ansatz.
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1 Introduction
A constant NS-NS B field has zero field strength, thus could maybe have been considered
just a choice of gauge, except it was shown in detail in [1] that in a certain limit it makes
the space noncommutative. Noncommutative geometry would imply certain spontaneous
violation of Lorentz invariance, given that, for instance, θ12 is a constant tensor (making the
direction 3 preferred). As such, there were limits put on the size of θ. A constraint based
on a noncommutative version of QCD drives θ down to about (1014GeV )−2 [2], whereas
a more conservative constraint based on just noncommutative QED gives it the maximal
possible value of (10 TeV )−2 [3] (see also [4, 5] for related bounds). More interestingly,
noncommutativity also predicts the existence of gauge theory solitons [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11],
which were shown in a very interesting paper [12] to have galilean dispersion relations, thus
moving at speeds arbitrarily higher than the speed of light, but only in the noncommutative
directions (in fact, it was even shown in [13], that low momentum wavepackets can move
faster than c due to UV/IR mixing). It is not clear what the phenomenological implications of
this fact are, yet there is something disconcerting about such a strong breaking of rotational
invariance (clearly choosing, be it even locally, a preferred direction in space). It certainly
seems to imply that the B field cannot be constant over the whole Universe.
One can however also ask what happens if one chooses a constant H=dB field. This
is a solution of the equations of motion in Freedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) geometry,
as we will see, but also has a more satisfying feature compared to a constant B field: one
can choose a constant field with only 3+1d spatial indices, i.e. H123, which doesn’t break
any more Lorentz invariance than the one already assumed in the FRW metric ansatz, i.e. a
choice of time slicing, physically corresponding to the cosmic microwave background radiation
(CMBR) reference frame. Indeed, there are only two types of Lorentz violations that are
consistent with the FRW ansatz: choosing a nonzero constant antisymmetric tensor T123, or
its 4d dual, a nonzero V0 component of a vector. One can take two points of view about
that: either to say that T123 and V0 are consistent with the FRW ansatz, or maybe even to
take it, in the case of T123, as a seed for the FRW cosmology, thus as a possible explanation
for our expanding 3+1 dimensional space. We will not explore this possibility here, but it
is conceivable that if one has a constant tensor T123 at the Big Bang, it could provide the
initial condition for our FRW space. Among the fields of string theory, the NS-NS fields
are universal, so they are model independent, and the only field that satisfies the previous
requirement is Hµνρ. In this paper we will try to explore the consequences of a constant
H123.
Constant H field will imply a varying B field, and one can ask whether one has also a non-
commutative structure. A space-time varying noncommutativity was analyzed before, first
for a time-dependent one in [14], shown to be consistent in [15], then for a space-dependent
one in [16], and further studied in [17, 18] (see also [19]). We will use cosmology to impose
constraints on the constant H123 and find that it is small enough that the noncommutative
structure will be of the type θij = αǫijkxk. The faster than light solitons on the fuzzy sphere
were treated in [20], but that case, even if similar to ours, is different in that it deals still
with 2d solitons, whereas we deal with 3d solitons. It would still be interesting to see if there
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are any connections though. After this paper was finished, we became aware of [21], where
the same fuzzy space we considered was analyzed, and called R3λ.
We will find that H123 behaves like stiff matter of negative energy density, and thus
falls off on cosmological time scales as 1/a6, thus it cannot have much impact on recent
cosmology, but at most on the initial conditions. Yet given the example of [12], there could
be still measurable phenomenological implications in the form of faster than light solitons.
We will look for such solitons in the gauge theory on the space with θij = αǫijkxk and see if
we get the same result from a holographic description.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we analyze the possible noncommutative
structure, using cosmology to set bounds on H and see the implications. In section 3 we ask
whether H123 can have any important effects on cosmology. In section 4 we build noncom-
mutative solitons in the gauge theory on the θij = αǫijkxk space, paralleling the analysis in
[12]. In section 5 we derive a holographic description of the gauge theory and check that our
solitons can be described in it. In section 6 we conclude. The Appendix contains a review
of the analysis in [12], for use in the paper.
2 Constant H field and FRW cosmology
In FRW cosmology, one always breaks spontaneously Lorentz invariance, i.e. there is a pre-
ferred cosmological time, thus a preferred cosmological frame (the rest frame of the CMBR).
Thus one can obtain some superluminal motion just from the cosmological evolution (see
for instance [22]). Of course, rotational and translational invariance is preserved (the FRW
solution is in fact the unique homogeneous and isotropic cosmology, i.e. the unique cosmo-
logical solution that preserves rotational and translational invariance). But that means that
in FRW cosmology one can have a constant field V0 (zero component of a vector) or T123 (123
component of an antisymmetric T(3) field) without further spontaneous breaking of Lorentz
invariance (i.e. by the vacuum solution). But we know we generically have such a field.
Energy-momentum tensor
In string theory we always have a dilaton and a NS-NS B field, together with gravity, as
the general bosonic closed string sector (NS-NS). It has the action
− 1
2k2
∫ √
g[−R + (∂φ)
2
2
+ e−φ
H2MNP
2
] (2.1)
which has as B equation of motion d ∗H = 0, and dH = 0 as Bianchi identity, which means
that H=constant (and φ=constant) is a solution. In particular, we will be interested in the
case H123=constant. Then the H field energy momentum tensor will be (we put φ = 0)
Tµν(H) =
1
2
gµνH
2 + 3HµNPHν
NP (2.2)
and with gµν = giiδij (−g00 = gii = +1) we have
Tµν(H) =
gii
2
diag(Λ; Λ; Λ,Λ) = diag(ρ; p; p; p) (2.3)
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where Λ ≡ H2 = 6(H123)2(gii)3 > 0. If we consider instead the (4 dimensional) dual field
(H˜ = ∗4H) to be the relevant dynamical field, and H˜0=constant the relevant solution, with
Λ = H2 = g00(H˜0)
2 < 0, then from
Tµν = −1
2
gµνH
2 +HµHν (2.4)
we get now
Tµν = −gii
2
diag(Λ; Λ; Λ,Λ) (2.5)
except now Λ < 0. Thus in both cases Tµν = gii/2diag(|Λ|, |Λ|, |Λ|, |Λ|), giving positive
energy density and pressure in the form of stiff matter (p = ρ). We can try to construct a
Tµν with only energy density or only pressure.
If we add a negative cosmological constant −|Λ|/2, i.e.
Tµν(Λ) = gii/2diag(−|Λ|, |Λ|, |Λ|, |Λ|) (2.6)
to the constant H field energy-momentum tensor, we get no energy and only pressure,
Tµν = giidiag(0, |Λ|, |Λ|, |Λ|) (2.7)
while if we add a positive cosmological constant Tµν(Λ) = gii/2diag(|Λ|,−|Λ|,−|Λ|,−|Λ|)
we get energy density with no pressure (dust matter):
Tµν = giidiag(|Λ|, 0, 0, 0) (2.8)
However, in both cases the equality cannot persist in time, as a cosmological constant
stays constant in time, whereas we will see that Tµν(H) drops quickly with time.
Before we go on, let us pause and try to understand the constant H-field in string theory.
At this point, H123 is just an arbitrary constant, and we didn’t make any assumptions about
how we will get this. We took a model independent approach, and assumed there will be such
an H-field, as this was allowed by the classical supergravity equations of motion, and one can
understand the H123 as a limit of an H field on a spatial 3-sphere, Hijk = ǫijk, i, j, k ∈ S3,
when the radius of the sphere becomes infinite. As such, this could provide the initial
conditions for our FRW cosmology, by having 3 spatial dimensions, curled up in a sphere,
expand due to the H flux. However, such a model would depend on the existence of a
consistent string theory model at the Planck era, and there are possible problems with
that∗. We will deal with open strings in the following, which assumes the existence of Dp
branes with 9 ≥ p ≥ 3, such that our 3+1 dimensional world is embedded in them. However,
for such branes (in particular, for D3 branes) in the presence of an H flux, there exists a
baryon anomaly, which requires the addition of stretched branes a la Hanany-Witten. So
a particular consistent picture involving our constant H field and Dp branes (such that our
3+1 dimensions are embedded in them) will be difficult to find. However, we will go on in
this model independent way, assuming that at least nowadays this will not be an important
problem, since as we will obtain, H123 needs to be extremely small.
∗I thank Aki Hashimoto for pointing these out to me
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Open string variables and noncommutative geometry
Let us now see what kind of cosmology will open strings (on an assumed Dp brane that
contains our 3+1 dimensions) feel in the H field backgroud. Consider a constant H field with
spatial components only, i.e. H123= constant, living in flat Minkowski space. Then we can
find a gauge where (rescaling constants to 1) B12 = x3, B23 = x1, B31 = x2, gij = δij .
One can define open string variables G and θ in the usual way (following Seiberg and
Witten [1], these will be the variables felt by open strings moving in the above background)
by (G + θ/(2πα′))ij = (1/(g + 2πα′B))ij (but we put for the moment 2πα′ = 1), giving
Gij =
1
1 + x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3

1 + x21 x1x2 x1x3x1x2 1 + x22 x2x3
x1x3 x2x3 1 + x
2
3


θij =
1
1 + x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3

 0 −x3 x2x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0

 (2.9)
Inverting Gij to Gij one finds that the open string variables are (the closed string variables
were ds2 = d~r2, H123 = 3)
ds2 = (1 + ~r2)d~r2 − (~r · d~r)2 = (1 + ~r2)d~r2 − r2dr2
θij = − 1
1 + ~r2
ǫijkxk (2.10)
Of course, as shown in [1], these variables are the ones appearing in the open string n-
point functions, but in order to have just a noncommutative geometry structure, one needs to
decouple the α′ corrections from the effective action. This was done in [1] (for the constant
B field case) by taking the limit α′ ∼ √ǫ → 0, gij ∼ ǫ → 0 (closed string metric in the
noncommutative directions), and keeping G (open string metric) and θ, B fixed. Then one
obtains, for instance that in the limit, θij = (B−1)ij (matrix inverse).
But first of all, notice that a 3 dimensional antisymmetric matrix has no inverse, as one
can explicitly check (unlike, say, a 2 dimensional or 4 dimensional antisymmetric matrix).
So clearly something special happens when 3 coordinates are involved. We can gain a better
understanding of this fact by looking at the case studied in [16], where only B23 was nonzero.
Specifically, there one had the metric and B field
ds2 = dy˜21 +
dy˜22 + dy˜
2
3
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2
B = − α˜y˜1/l
2
s
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2
dy˜2 ∧ dy˜3
l2s
(2.11)
and after going to open string variables by (G+ θ/l2s)
ij = 1/(g + l2sB)ij one obtains
ds2 = dy˜21 + dy˜
2
2 + dy˜
2
3; θ
23 = α˜y˜1 (2.12)
One can check that the ls → 0 limit is exactly the Seiberg-Witten limit for decoupling of α′
corrections (the closed string metric in the 2,3 directions goes like l4s , whereas B, G, θ are
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fixed), however the open string variables are actually independent of ls! So we don’t need to
take ls → 0 to obtain the correct G and θ!
Moreover, we immediately recognize that the rotationally invariant form of this case is
just the case we were analyzing in (2.9), except taken in reverse (exchange (G, θ) for (g, B)).
Specifically, the closed string metric and B field
ds2 =
1
1 + α2~r2/l4s
(d~r2 + α2(~r · d~r)2/l4s) = dr2 +
r2
1 + α2r2/l4s
dΩ22
B = − α/l
2
s
1 + α2~r2/l4s
ǫijkxi
dxj ∧ dxk
l2s
(2.13)
gives the open string variables
ds2 = d~r2 = dx21 + dx
2
2 + dx
3
3; θ
ij = αǫijkxk (2.14)
again independent of the value of ls! Thus we can say that ls → 0 gives noncommutative
geometry with these variables, however we don’t need to take such a limit to obtain the
same open string variables. In particular, we can take the case of α2r2/l4s ≪ 1 for the whole
Universe, in which case both the open and the closed string variables have approximately
flat metric and constant dθ and dB. That means that we choose to neglect the difference
between the open and closed string metrics (or rather, we will analyze the case when this is
true).
The ls independence of the open string variables we take it to mean that α
′ corrections
will still respect the noncommutative structure. In other words, if we work at energies below
the string scale, the α′ corrections should decouple even though we don’t have the Seiberg-
Witten scaling of the variables. This assumption of course deserves further tests, but we will
consider it plausible at this point and consider that at energies much smaller than 1/ls we
will have noncommutative geometry.
But what kind of noncommutativity is the one we found? In [23] it was argued that
constant H field means nonassociativity.
However, one can check that θij in (2.14) (as well as the one in (2.9)) satisfies the
associativity condition found in [23],
θil∂lθ
jk + cyclic[ijk] = 0 (2.15)
meaning that the star product defined with it is still associative! How can this be? After all,
the argument in [23] is very simple: the left hand side of the associativity condition (2.15)
can be rewritten as
θilθjpθkq3∂[lθ
−1
pq] (2.16)
and in the Seiberg-Witten limit θ−1 = B, and 3dB = H . Of course, as [23] noticed, this is
only valid if θ is invertible, but that is not true by definition for a 3 dimensional antisymmetric
matrix, as we noticed. Moreover, we chose a spherically symmetric gauge for B, such that
Bij = aǫijkxk. But we can easily check that for any gauge we choose (for instance the one in
[16], with only B23 nonzero, if H123 is constant, the associativity condition will be satisfied!
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However, θil∂lθ
ij is still nonzero, meaning that the various star products can be differ-
ent. Indeed, for constant θ, one trades the noncommutativity for the usual star product of
functions,
f ⋆ g = eiθ
ij∂i∂′jf(x)g(x′)|x=x′ (2.17)
and if one extends this to the varying θ case, it matters whether we take θ(x) or θ(x′) in the
exponent (or a different combination). A well defined prescription for a star product was
given by Kontsevich [24] and up to second order in θ it is
f ⋆ g = fg + ~θij∂if∂jg +
~
2
2
θijθkl∂i∂kf∂j∂lg
+
~
2
3
(θij∂jθ
kl)(∂i∂kf∂lg − ∂kf∂i∂lg) +O(~3) (2.18)
and in fact the different between all possible star products is given by θil∂lθ
ij terms.
Still, when acting on spherically symmetric functions f(r)g(r), θil∂lθ
ij also gives zero,
meaning that the star product on spherically symmetric functions is still unique!
Open string cosmology
For completeness, let’s further consider what happens when we go to open string metrics.
The metric in (2.10) can be rewritten as
ds2 = dr2 + r2(1 + r2)dΩ2 = (1 + r2)(
dr2
1 + r2
+ r2dΩ2) (2.19)
that is, conformal to the open FRW model. Indeed, the FRW metric is
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dl2; dl2 = dr
2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ2 (2.20)
where k = +1 is closed 3d Universe, k = 0 is critical (flat), and k = −1 is open. Other forms
of dl2 for the open Universe are
ds2 =
d~r ′2
(1− ~r ′2/4)2 =
dw21 + dw
2
2 + dw
2
3
w23
(2.21)
none of which are manifestly homogenous. A space conformal to the homogenous space like
the one we have is however not homogenous (translationally invariant)! The transformation
of coordinates is r = r′/(1 + kr′2/4) and it gives (k = −1)
ds2 = (1 + r2)(
dr2
1 + r2
+ r2dΩ2) = [
1 + r′2/4
1− r′2/4]
2dr
′2 + r′2dΩ2
(1− ~r′2/4)2 (2.22)
One could also analyze the constant spatial H field in the general homogenous Universe
(FRW) in r′ variables, i.e. for closed string variables
ds2 =
d~r′2
(1 + k~r′2)2
=
d~r′2
a
; H123 = 3 (2.23)
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Then we get the open string variables
ds2 =
1
a(r)
[dr2 + a(r)2r2(1 + a(r)2r2)dΩ2]
θij = − a(r)
2
1 + a(r)2r2
ǫijkxk (2.24)
In the calculation we used a(r) = (1 + kr2)2 since we could generalize it to any a(r).
So why is the open string variables space not homogenous? In both cases, we start with
a homogenous (translationally invariant) metric and H123! But Bij is not homogenous: a
translation is equivalent to adding a constant B field! In any case, we were interested in
having minimal variation between the open string and closed string metrics, so approximate
homogeneity should still hold. But is this automatic?
Experimental constraints
Before deciding whether this fact contradicts experimental observations, we have to see
what are the constraints that observational cosmology puts on the H field.
First, let us see what is the maximal possibility. If the energy density of a constant H field
is of the order of the cosmological constant today (which is the maximum allowed value),
then H2123 ∼ Λ ∼ 10−123M4P ∼ (10−31MP )4, thus
√
H123 ∼ 10−31MP = 10−12GeV = 1meV .
But then the noncommutativity in (2.10) (in open string variables) is (with B12 = H123x3
and dropping the indices, reintroducing dimensions)
[x, x] = θ = α′
√
α′Hx
1 + α′H2x2
(2.25)
and if
√
α′ ∼ lP , then α′H ∼ 10−61, and thus on the scale of the Universe, i.e. for x ∼
L0 ∼ 1061lP , we have [x, x] ∼ l2P (the size of the Universe is about L0 ∼ ct ∼ 1026m =
1061lP ; lP ∼ 10−35m). Then just on the scale of the Universe we get deviations from
homogeneity (translation invariance), since the factor α′H2x2, that quantifies the deviations
from homogeneity in both the metric and θ becomes equal to 1 just at the size of the Universe.
That might still be important for cosmology, but we will examine it in detail in the next
section, and the result will be that H is much smaller than the maximal value, thus the
deviations from homogeneity are negligible, and for all intents and purposes one can take
θij = l0ǫ
ijkxk to be the only effect of the constant H on the open string variables, with l0 the
noncommutativity length scale.
3 Cosmological relevance of H field and experimental
data
In this section we will study the cosmological implications of adding an energy-momentum
tensor for the H field (Tµν(H) of the previous section) to the one for matter, radiation and
cosmological constant.
We have seen in the previous section that the constantH123 (or the constant 4 dimensional
dual H˜0) energy momentum tensor gives equal positive energy and pressure (stiff matter).
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FRW models
The general FRW equations are
a¨
a
= −4πG
3
(ρ+ 3p) (3.1)
a˙2
2
− 4πG
3
ρa2 = −k
2
(3.2)
The two are related by the conservation equation (except for the integration constant
−k/2)
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(ρ+ p) = 0 (3.3)
For k=0 (flat Universe), we have (p = γρ)
a ∼ tn, then (3.2)⇒ ρ = 3n
2
8πGt2
(3.3)⇒ n = 2
3(1 + γ)
(3.4)
If the H field would dominate, we would have γ = 1 in the previous. A closed Universe
(k = −1) with H field dominating is not very plausible cosmologically (as it would contradict
observation), so let us instead examine a closed Universe, with k = −1. For k = −1 we have
(assuming as usual an equation of state p = γρ)
a¨
a
= −4πG
3
ρ(1 + 3γ); (
a˙
a
)2 − 8πG
3
ρ =
1
a2
⇒ ( a˙
a
)2 +
a¨
a
2
1 + 3γ
=
1
a2
(3.5)
As an example of open Universe, γ = 1/3 implies d(aa˙)/dt = 1, thus
a(t) =
√
t2 + 2Ct+ 2D; |ρ| = 3
8πG
2D − C2
(t2 + 2Ct + 2D)2
(3.6)
By redefining t we can put C=0, and a0 = a(t = 0) =
√
2D, thus
a =
√
t2 + a20 → t; |ρ| =
3
8πG
a20
(t2 + a20)
2
→ 3
8πG
a20
t4
(3.7)
H field as stiff matter
In reality, for constant H123 we have γ = 1, and thus in an H-field dominated Universe
we would have a˙2+ aa¨/2 = 1, which seems hard to solve. But we approximate at late times
a(t) = t+
α
tb
+ ... (3.8)
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and matching coefficients we get b = 3, thus
a(t) = t+
α
t3
+ ...
ρ ≃ 9
4πG
(−α)
t6
(3.9)
meaning that α < 0.
At early times, we get
a ≃ a0 + a0H0t + t
2
a0
(1−H20a20)
ρ ≃ ρcr,0H
2
0a
2
0 − 1
H20a
2
0
(3.10)
For comparison, let us look at another case of open Universe, AdS space (Λ = −|Λ|),
which has constant acceleration. We have
a¨
a
= −|Λ|
3
; (
a˙
a
)2 =
1
a2
− |Λ|
3
⇒ a ≤
√
3
|Λ|
a(t) =
√
3
|Λ| sin
√
|Λ|
3
t (3.11)
thus in that case we have a maximum size of the Universe. For ρH , at large times we get a
rapidly dropping acceleration instead (like 1/a6):
8πGρH =
A
a6
> 0;
a¨
a
= −2
3
A
a6
; (
a˙
a
)2 ≃ 1
a2
+
A
3
1
a6
(3.12)
But let us now understand what happens when the H field is added to other types of
matter (dust, radiation, cosmological constant). From the conservation equation it should
be clear that we have for individual components
ρi ∼ 1
a3(1+γ)
⇒ ρΛ ∼ 1; ρR ∼ 1
a2
; ρm ∼ 1
a3
; ρrad ∼ 1
a4
; ρstiff ∼ 1
a6
(3.13)
and thus H behaves like stiff matter, with γ = 1. These behaviours are independent of what
type of matter dominates, i.e. of what a(t) actually is. Remember that if the component
with γ dominates, then
a(t) ∼ t 23(1+γ) ; (ρ ∼ 1
t2
) (3.14)
thus for matter domination we have a(t) ∼ t2/3, for radiation domination we have a(t) ∼ t1/2,
for Λ domination we have a(t) ∼ eHt, for curvature domination we have a ∼ t (open Universe
at late times).
Observe that
ρH ∼ H2 ∼ 1
a6
⇒ H2123(g−1)3 ∼ H2123a−6 ∼
1
a6
⇒ H123 ∼ const. (3.15)
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Thus indeed constant H123 is compatible with the equations of motion, as it generates stiff
matter, that in turn implies H123 constant.
Also note that for a constant H field in a matter dominated flat Universe (at this moment,
we go from matter dominated to acceleration - Λ?- dominated cosmology), we can solve the
FRW equations and find that
a(t) ≃ a0[6πGρ0m]1/3t2/3(1−
β
t2
)
ΩH =
ρH(t)
ρcr(t)
≃ 3β
t2
≪ 1
⇒ ρH ∝ 1
t2
×H2(t) ∼ 1
t2
× 1
t2
∼ 1
t4
∼ 1
a6
(3.16)
as expected.
Experimental constraints
Is it possible to have a time-dependent H123(t)? The equation of motion would be
∂µHµνρ = 0 and the Bianchi identity ∂[tH123] = 0. Clearly H123 =constant satisfies both.
But if we put H123(t) and the only one nonzero, the equation of motion is still satisfied (it
reduces to ∂iHijk = 0, which is true), but the Bianchi identity is not true anymore: it would
imply ∂tH123 = 0. One could try Htij ≪ H123 and see if that works, but it doesn’t. Indeed,
that would imply
H˙123 ∼ ∂kHtij ∼ Htij
LUniverse
≪ H123
LUniverse
⇒ 1
t
=
H˙123
H123
≪ 1
LUniverse
(3.17)
which is not true!
In conclusion, the only thing that works is that the H field is constant, and then it behaves
like stiff matter ρ ∼ 1/a6, thus if it is to be comparable to the cosmological energy density
now, it should have been dominant before (as it decreases as 1/a6, much faster than matter
and radiation). That cannot be true, as it would violate all the established cosmology.
Instead, one has to have ρH of the order of the overall ρ at the Planck scale MP or the
string scale α′−1/2 (ρH < ρ not to disturb usual cosmology and ρH ∼ ρ from naturalness).
Then, at the current time, the energy density of the H field will be completely negligible,
thus will most likely be irrelevant for cosmology.
But that is not entirely excluded from interesting experimental consequences. It cannot
drive the current acceleration, for that we actually need Λ, since ρH drops quickly, and it
cannot be a significant contribution to ρ, since it would have dominated in the past. But it
could give noncommutativity at a cosmological scale, as we saw, without affecting cosmology:
If the string scale is the lowest possible, i.e. if
√
α′ ∼ (10TeV )−1 ∼ 1015lP , in order
to have [x, x] ∼ l2P at the size of the Universe, L0 ∼ 1061lP , one needs H ∼ 10−106M2P ,
thus ρH ∼ H2 ∼ 10−212M4P now. As it drops as 1/a6, it would have been of order M4P at
(a0/a) ∼ 1035.3 ∼ e81, i.e. 81 e-foldings ago. More relevant maybe, it would have been equal
to 1/α′2 = 10−60M4P at (a0/a) ∼ 1025.3 ∼ e58, i.e. 58 e-foldings ago, thus it could be of just
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about the right order of magnitude to be present, but not have contributed to cosmology, as
about 50-60 e-foldings are necessary for inflation anyway.
Also, then the only scale relevant for noncommutativity (the length scale in θij = l0ǫ
ijkxk
is
l0 ≡
√
α′α′H = 1045 × 10−106lP = 10−61lP ∼ l2P/L0 (3.18)
4 Noncommutative faster than light soliton solutions
In [12] it was shown that in the case of constant noncommutativity (coming from constant
B field), there exist noncommutative gauge field string-like solitons (defined in 2 spatial
dimensions, with trivial extension in the third), which can have arbitrarily high velocities
(larger than c), because of the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz invariance by the choice of
B23, say. The arbitrary velocity is then in the (2,3) plane, and this seems to provide an
explicit breaking of rotational invariance (not just Lorentz invariance), which seems hard to
understand given the experimental observation of perfect rotational invariance of cosmology.
The details of the construction are given in the Appendix. We try to parallel that construc-
tion here, in order to find faster than light solitons in the rotationally symmetric case, that
doesn’t break further Lorentz invariance othen than the one broken by the FRW cosmology.
Representing the algebra and finding the action
We want to work on the 3d space with noncommutativity ǫijkxk, (we put for the moment
the scale l0 to 1) i.e.
[X i, Xj] = iǫijkXk (4.1)
in other words, on the SU(2) space, or space of quantum angular momenta. As is well known,
with X± = X1 ± iX2 one can rewrite the algebra as
[X3, X±] = ±X±; [X+, X−] = 2X3 (4.2)
and then one can define states |jm > that are eigenvalues of ~X2 and X3, which commute.
Then ~X2|jm >= j(j + 1)|jm >, thus by definition r =√j(j + 1) can be thought of as the
radius in spherical coordinates. We see then that we must think of acting on the space of all
possible representations of SU(2), i.e. arbitrary j. Thus the space is like the fuzzy sphere,
except the radius (representation of SU(2)) is a radial coordinate of space.
It is straightforward to show that the algebra can be represented in terms of commuting
coordinates x′i and their derivatives as
X i = −iǫijkx′j∂′k (4.3)
for instance
X1 = −i(x′2∂′3 − x′3∂′2) (4.4)
Now we would like to define also derivatives on the noncommutative space, by putting
[∂i, X
i] = 1 (no summation). But that is not enough: We need to satisfy consistency
conditions, derived from applying derivatives to the algebra and using the Jacobi identities
[a, [b, c]] = [[a, b], c] + [b, [a, c]] (4.5)
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Then we obtain, for instance,
[[∂1, X
2], X3] + [X2, [∂1, X
3]] = [∂1, [X
2, X3]] = i (4.6)
We first want to take care of the definition of derivatives, i.e. [∂1, X
1] = 1. We note the
action of x∂y − y∂x on a few combinations:
xy → x2 − y2; x2 − y2 → −4xy; x2 + y2 → 0; x/y → −(1 + x2/y2) (4.7)
and find that
(x∂y − y∂x)(−arctan(x/y)) = 1 (4.8)
and then we can represent the derivative as
∂1 = i arctan
x′2
x′3
+ αx′1 + βx
′
1∂
′
1 + γX
1 + f((x′2)
2 + (x′3)
2) (4.9)
We can check that this satisfies not only [∂1, X
1] = 1, but also the consistency conditions.
This leaves however open the value of [∂i, ∂j ], which as we can see in the Appendix is very
important for the construction of solitonic solutions. We will thus decide on the correct
representation of derivatives (and thus on [∂i, ∂j ]) when we build solutions.
Note that at α = f = 0 both the coordinates X i and the derivatives ∂i are represented
on a unit radius commuting 2-sphere (in terms of the phase space, i.e. coordinates and
derivatives). We observe this by noting that scaling x′i → λx′i doesn’t affect X i and ∂i.
We further observe that in this representation, Xi is actually −i∂/∂φi, where for instance
φ1 is the angle in the plane formed by the commuting cartesian coordinates on S2, x
′
2, x
′
3,
etc. Of course, there are only two independent angles, thus the three angles are related
(hence the noncommutation relations). Also, at α = β = γ = f = 0, the derivatives are just
∂i = −iφi, thus [∂i, Xi] = −[φi, ∂/∂φi] = 1.
The introduction of derivatives ∂i implies however also the need to extend the usual
understanding of the |jm > representation. Let’s see this (in the case α = β = γ = f = 0)
for the simplest operator, X3, and its conjugate ∂3. We have two representations, the |jm >
representation, and the (“Fourier transformed”) unit radius commuting S2 representation,
in terms of (θ, φ) angles. In terms of |jm > we have as usual
X3|jm >= m|jm > (4.10)
which translates into the (spherical harmonic) representation of Yjm(θ, φ) as
X3Yjm(θ, φ) = −i ∂
∂φ
Yjm(θ, φ) = mYjm(θ, φ) (4.11)
and relies upon our abstract expression (4.3), written as
< θ′, φ′|X3|θ, φ >= −i ∂
∂φ
δ(θ − θ′)δ(φ− φ′) (4.12)
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But now going backwards, we defined on S2 the derivatives as
< θ′, φ′|∂3|θ, φ >= −iφδ(θ − θ′)δ(φ− φ′) (4.13)
which means on spherical harmonics
∂3Yjm(θ, φ) = −iφYjm(θ, φ) (4.14)
which can be obtained from
∂3|jm >= ∂
∂m
|jm > (4.15)
which however is not a usual operator on |jm > states (which would give a complex number
instead of the function ∂/∂m), but rather is of the type obtained for usual conjugate operators
Xˆ, Pˆ ([iPˆ , Xˆ ] = 1) in the x-space basis:
Xˆ|x >= x|x >; iPˆ |x >= ∂
∂x
|x > (4.16)
Thus the introduction of derivatives implies an extension of the usual understanding of
the |jm > basis into a |x >-type basis. It becomes clear then why we need to specify the
derivatives as well in order to define the representation space. As mentioned, we will do that
when we build solutions.
Now we can define covariant derivatives and the YM action for the gauge field A in a
similar manner to the constant noncommutativity case. Define first
Ci = ∂i + Ai; Di = [∂i + Ai, ] (4.17)
and then the field stregth of A is
Fij = [∂i, Aj ]− [∂j , Ai] + [Ai, Aj ] = [Ci, Cj]− [∂i, ∂j] (4.18)
Integration is defined over a sphere by comparing the integral of 1 → 1 =∑jm |jm ><
jm|, thus ∫
S
ds1ds2f(s1, s2) =
4πj2
2j + 1
Trmf(j,m) (4.19)
and thus over the volume of a sphere as∫
V
d3xf(~x) =
∑
jm
4πj2
2j + 1
f(j,m) (4.20)
Then the action in the A0 = 0 gauge is (putting also the noncommutativity length scale,
[x¯i, x¯j] = il0ǫ
ijkx¯k)
2π
g2YM
∫
dx¯0dx¯1dx¯2dx¯3F
2
µν =
2(2π)2
g2YM l0
∫
dx0 Trjm
2j2
2j + 1
[F0iF
0i + FikF
ik]
=
2(2π)2
g2YM l0
∫
dx0 Trjm
2j2
2j + 1
[−
∑
i
∂tCi∂tCi +
∑
i<k
([Ci, Ck]− [∂i, ∂k])2] (4.21)
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Its static equations of motion are
[Ci, [Ci, Ck]] = [Ci, [∂i, ∂k]] (4.22)
and the (Gauss law) constraint (coming from varying with respect to A0 and then imposing
the A0 = 0 gauge condition) is
[Ci, ∂tCi] = 0 (4.23)
(We can think of it roughly as [Di, F0i] = 0).
Building solutions
We will now try to systematically analyze possible solutions analogous to the ones in [12].
If we have an operator S satisfying as in the constant noncommutativity case (see the
Appendix)
SS+ = 1; S+S = 1−O (4.24)
then we can look for a solution of the type
Ci = S
+uiS + liO (4.25)
where li are numbers, that can be identified with the positions of the solutions if ui be-
haves as Xi (by an argument analogous to the one given in the Appendix for the constant
noncommutativity case), and the equations of motion then reduce to (if [O, [∂i, ∂j ]] = 0)
S+[ui, [ui, uj]]S = [S
+uiS, [∂i, ∂j ]] (4.26)
and we want to look for a solution with nonzero field strength
Fij = [Ci, Cj]− [∂i, ∂j ] = S+[ui, uj]S − [∂i, ∂j ] (4.27)
such that one has nonzero magnetic flux. For a static solution, the Gauss constraint is
automatically satisfied.
In a spherically symmetric situation, one would define the magnetic flux in the commu-
tative case as
q =
∫
S2
(ds1ds2)ǫ
ijkFij
xk
r
(4.28)
where ds1ds2 is the area element on the sphere, and the magnetic flux a doesn’t depend on
the radius of the sphere chosen. We can check that this formula reproduces the charge of
a monopole (Bk = ǫijkFij = qx
k/(4πr3)). Before we generalize this to our noncommutative
case, we have to understand the basis of states, {|jm >}. The identity operator is
1 =
∑
j∈N/2,|m|≤j
|jm >< jm| (4.29)
where the sum can be thought of as summing over a representation of SU(2) (a fuzzy sphere,
characterized by m) and then over the “radius” j (over representations of SU(2)).
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A monopole solution in this space would have then
Bk = ǫijkFjk =
qXk
4π|X|3 (4.30)
thus, e.g.
B3 =
qX3
4π|X|3 =
q
4π
∑
jm
m
j3
|jm >< jm| (4.31)
We can thus represent the magnetic flux by
4π
2
(Trm(Fijǫ
ijkXk))j=const. (4.32)
where now we trace over an irrep (j=constant), but the result should be independent of
j (corresponding to the radius of the sphere), at least at large j. This clearly gives the
correct result for the monopole above. According to our definition of sphere integration,
there should be also an overall 2j/(2j + 1) that dissapears in the large j limit, but we will
neglect it, as we would have also an indeterminacy in the definition of r, which should really
be
√
~X2 =
√
j(j + 1) instead of j, but again the difference vanishes at infinity.
Let us consider what representation of the derivatives ∂i (which we saw have to be of the
type (4.9)) and of ui we can have. If we choose on the unit radius commuting S
2
∂1 = i arctan
x′2
x′3
+ αX1, etc. (4.33)
we get
[∂1, ∂2] = iα
2X3 − α x
′
1x
′
2((x
′
1)
2 − (x′2)2)
((x′2)
2 + (x′3)
2)((x′1)
2 + (x′3)
2)
(4.34)
and
[∂1, [∂1, ∂2]] = α
3X2 + iα
2x′1x
′
3[
(x′1)
2 + (x′3)
2 + 2(x′2)
2
((x′1)
2 + (x′3)
2)
− 1
x′22 + x
′2
3
] (4.35)
whereas if we choose
∂1 = i arctan
x′2
x′3
+ βx′1∂
′
1, etc. (4.36)
we get
[∂1, [∂1, ∂2]] = iβ
2x′1x
′
3
(x′1)
2 − (x′3)2
((x′1)
2 + (x′3)
2)2
= [∂3, [∂3, ∂2]] (4.37)
Because the commutator of derivatives is a nontrivial function of x′s, a solution of the type
we wanted, with ui = ∂i, doesn’t work for any choice of derivatives, since we will not get an
Fij proportional to S
+S − 1 = O, as we can easily check from (4.26).
However, we can choose the minimal derivative, i.e.
∂1 = i arctan
x′2
x′3
(= −iφ′1); etc. (4.38)
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(thus having [∂i, ∂j] = 0) and modify just the ui’s. We have not found a solution with all
ui’s nontrivial, we have to put at least one, here u3, to zero:
u1 = ∂1 + α1X2
u2 = ∂2 + α2X1
u3 = 0 (4.39)
and we see that we want (we will analyze this also later on) a constant commutator, thus
only one α to be nonzero, e.g. α1 (such that α1α2 = 0). However, we will keep the discussion
general in the following and write αi everywhere assuming that α1α2 = 0 and α3 = 0 and
then [u1, u2] = −(α1 − α2). Thus (since also [∂i, ∂j ] = 0), the equations of motion are easily
satisfied. Then in terms of the angles on the unit commuting S2, we have iu1 = φ
′
1+α1∂/∂φ
′
2,
iu2 = φ
′
2 + α2∂/∂φ
′
1.
Moreover, now
Fij = −(αi − αj)S+S (4.40)
is nonzero and then the flux is
4π
2
(Trm(Fijǫ
ijkXk)j=const (4.41)
but S+S is diagonal, and X1, X2 are off diagonal so don’t contribute to the trace, but F12
is the only one nonzero anyway, hence we get the flux
−4π(α1 − α2)
∑
m
m(S+S)jm (4.42)
thus it would be constant (independent of the radius j) only if
∑
mm(S
+S)jm is constant,
but it depends on the arbitrary constants αi.
We will now try to find the operator S. Trying to mimic the constant noncommutativity
case (see the Appendix), it seems natural that the operator S is chosen to be
S =
∑
j∈N/2,|m|≤j
|jm >< j + 1/2, m+ 1/2| (4.43)
with
SS+ = 1; S+S = 1−
∑
j≥0
|j + 1/2,−(j + 1/2) >< j + 1/2,−(j + 1/2)| ≡ 1−O (4.44)
The full solution would then be (C3 = 0)
Ci = S
+uiS + li
∑
j≥0
|j + 1/2,−(j + 1/2) >< j + 1/2,−(j + 1/2)|; i = 1, 2. (4.45)
where li are arbitrary real numbers corresponding to the position of the flux solution in the
2 angle directions on the fixed radius sphere directions Ω2, as on the unit commuting S
2 we
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have ui ∼ iφ′i. However, it is clear from (4.39) that one really has ui ∼ (
∑
j αj)φ
′
i in some
sense, so we should replace li → (
∑
j αj)li.
As usual, we could write down moving solutions by putting li = l
0
i + vit, one can easily
check that they still satisfy the equations of motion and the Gauss constraint (which is
nontrivial now), where vi will be velocities for motion in the sphere Ω2.
Then we would get for the energy
E =
(2π)2
g2YM
2
l0
∑
j
2j2
2j + 1
[(
∑
j
αj)
2viviTrm[O2] + (
∑
ij
(αi − αj)2)Trm[(1−O)2]] (4.46)
Note that since we assumeed αiαj = 0, to have galilean invariance we would only need to
replace (1−O)2 by O2, however the energy is infinite, independent on the α’s.
More importantly however, for this solution
∑
mm(S
+S)jm = j, thus the flux is not
constant.
By comparison, for the case in [12] we could also have a solution with (it still solves the
equations of motion)
C = S+αa+S + αl0|0 >< 0| (4.47)
but then we can check that the flux Tr(F ) is not finite, and the only finite case is α = 1. In
that case we would have E = |α|2m(1 + viv¯i).
To get a good solution, we can try to relax the requirement that S+S = 1 − O. The
problems of varying flux and/or non-galilean invariance can be solved simultaneously if S+S
has a single representative at fixed j, and equals the term added to C, multiplying li, i.e.
S+S = O. We can obtain such a situation if we choose for S to map states ordered by
increasing j and increasing m into states of increasing J, but fixed M. Specifically, one can
choose
S =
∑
jm
|jm >< J = [1
2
(
∑
j′<j
j′∑
m′=−j′
1)+
(j +m)
2
],M | =
∑
jm
|jm >< j(j+1/2)+ (j +m)
2
,M |
(4.48)
Then, the solution is (C3 = 0)
Ci = S
+uiS + α1(l
0
i + vit)
∑
J
|J,M >< J,M | = S+uiS + α1(l0i + vit)O; i = 1, 2. (4.49)
where S+S = O, and as we saw from (4.39) and we will confirm from the holographic dual
in the next section, the velocities are on the sphere. For M, one can choose a constant value.
Let us analyze M=0 and M=1. Choosing M=1 (and only α1 nonzero) we get a solution with
nonzero flux
F =
4π
2
(Trm(Fijǫ
ijkXk))j=const. = 4πTrm(F12X3) = −4πα1 (4.50)
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(and independent of J, as it should!) but it still has infinite energy
E =
(2π)2
g2YM
2α21
l0
∑
j
2j2
2j + 1
[viviTrm[O2] + Trm[O2]]
=
(2π)2
g2YM
2α21
l0
∑
j
2j2
2j + 1
(1 + ~v2) =
(4πα1)
2
2g2YM l0
∑
j
2j2
2j + 1
(1 + ~v2) (4.51)
Note that in any case, for the static solution, α1 is now arbitrary, allowing for arbitrary
mass and flux! The flux should naively be automatically quantized (like in the constant
noncommutativity case), but maybe the particular noncomutativity precludes quantization
of the soliton flux, or maybe if we have nonzero flux we need to impose by hand 4πα1 = 1
which would solve the problem. Also note that we can think of the solution as a “tube” of
constant energy density= string, situated at m = M (by translating back the sum
∑
mj into
an integral).
In any case, that problem is easily fixed by choosing M=0, giving us zero flux, but the
same energy. But that means that we have a solution for a flux-less soliton of ANY mass
(even though there is a characteristic mass scale 1/l0), and moving at any speed!
Again, note that in the case of constant noncommutativity, quantization of the flux and
of the energy came about because of the condition of finiteness of the flux and energy, but
now that is not enough, due to the absence of the 1 in Fij , which came from nonzero [∂i, ∂j ].
Proposed solution
In conclusion, we have seen that constant flux and galilean invariance forced us to have
S+S = O instead of 1 − O and then we obtained solutions with infinite energy and no
quantized flux, but also flux-less solutions. Flux conservation means that the solutions with
flux must extend to infinity (the flux cannot dissappear), and that means summing over j
up to infinity in the energy formula (4.51), thus obtaining a divergent answer.
However, for the flux-less solution with M=0, there is no such constraint, and we could
in principle cut off the solution at some j = jmax, and correspondingly at some J = JMAX ,
as well as at a jmin and JMIN , so let us see if we can do this consistently.
We want (C3 = 0)
Ci = S
′+uiS
′ + α1(l
0
i + vit)
∑
JMIN≤J≤JMAX
|J, 0 >< J, 0| = S ′+uiS ′ + α1(l0i + vit)O′ (4.52)
where S ′+S ′ = O′ ≡ OJMIN≤J≤JMAX . Here u1 = ∂1 + α1X2, u2 = ∂2 (as before) and S’ is
S ′ =
∑
m,jmin≤j≤jmax
|jm >< J = [1
2
(
∑
j′<j
j′∑
m′=−j′
1) +
(j +m)
2
], 0|
=
∑
m,jmin≤j≤jmax
|jm >< j(j + 1/2) + (j +m)
2
, 0| (4.53)
thus S ′S ′+ = 1jmin≤j≤jmax ≡ Pjmin≤j≤jmax (projector onto the subspace of radius jmin ≤
j ≤ jmax). Note however that we don’t need to have J = j(j + 1/2) + (j +m)/2 as above
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(this was necessary if we started at jmin = JMIN = 0 as before), which would mean that
the physical region in j, (jmin, jmax) and in J, (JMIN , JMAX) would be wildly different, but
we could instead start at jmin = JMIN and start mapping |jm > states onto increasing J
states from there on. We can then easily check that this is still a solution of the equations of
motion and Gauss constraint if the derivatives ∂i commute with the projector P. We have
seen however that ∂3 acts as ∂/∂m independent of j (and by rotations the same would be
true for the other X’s), thus ∂i do commute with Pjmin≤j≤jmax. Then Ci gives a solution that
starts at J = JMIN , extends to J = JMAX and is zero outside, and the energy formula is
still given by (4.51) just that the summation is from JMIN up to JMAX . The energy of the
solution will be, if JMAX ≃ JMIN ,
E =
(4πα1)
2
2g2YM l0
JMAX∑
J=JMIN
2J2
2J + 1
(1 + ~v2)
≃ (4πα1)
2
2g2YM l0
(1 + ~v2)JMAX(JMAX − JMIN) = (4πα1)
2
2g2YM l0
(1 + ~v2)
∆J
J
J2MAX (4.54)
thus with an arbitrary mass! However, if we consider the solution with unit flux (M=1
before) and ignore flux conservation for a moment, then 4πα1 = 1 and the mass is finite.
5 Interpretation and dual gravity theory
In [12], the analysis of the soliton in the noncommutative gauge theory was paralleled in
a holographic description, with the vortex soliton (with a trivial extension in the third
direction) being a D1 string situated at u→∞ in the holographic dual (see the Appendix).
Here we would like to see whether we can do something similar.
In [16] it was found that a noncommutative SYM with the open string variables
ds2 = −dt2 + dy˜21 + dy˜22 + dy˜23 + dx2 + d~σ25; θ23 = α˜y˜1; eφ = gs (5.1)
deformed with a harmonic function H(x), with x being one of the transverse coordinates,
was obtained from the closed string variables
ds2 = −dt2 + dy˜21 +
dy˜22 + dy˜
2
3
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2
+ dx2 + d~σ25
B = − α˜y˜1/l
2
s
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2
dy˜2 ∧ dy˜3
l2s
; eφ = gs[1 + (
α˜y˜1
l2s
)2]−1/2 (5.2)
again deformed with the harmonic function H(x). Near the core x=0 however, the solutions
were the ones above, H(x) being necessary in order to obtain a solution of the equations of
motion.
The holographic dual to the noncommutative gauge theory was found by putting D3
branes in the closed string background and taking a decoupling limit. The D3 branes, with
harmonic function (near the x=0 core)
H1 ≃ 1 + 4πgsNα
′2
(~σ2 + x2)2
(5.3)
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was found to be
ds2 = H
−1/2
1 [−dt2 + dy˜21 +
dy˜22 + dy˜
2
3
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2H−11
] +H
1/2
1 [dx
2 + d~σ25]
B = − α˜y˜1/l
2
s
1 + (α˜y˜1/l2s)
2H−11
dy˜2 ∧ dy˜3
H1l2s
; eφ = gs[1 + (
α˜y˜1
l2s
)2H−11 ]
−1/2 (5.4)
and the decoupling limit was α′ → 0, keeping y˜i, α˜, U = |~σ|/α′, X = x/α′, gsN = λ fixed.
In this limit, l4sH1 = 4πλ/U
4= fixed and then the holographic dual is just the usual one in
(A.24), with noncommutativity θ = α˜y˜1.
We have seen that the noncommutative geometry discussed in this paper, with open
string variables in (2.14) is obtained from the closed string variables in (2.13), which is the
rotational invariant form of (5.2). As we mentioned, to make (5.2) a solution at arbitrary
x, we need to introduce a harmonic function H(x), and most likely the same should be true
for (2.13), i.e. the solution will be valid only for some of the transverse coordinates (x, ~σ5)
being small, which we will generically call ~x. We will however assume that this is a solution
for at least one of the transverse coordinates being arbitrary, in general called ~σ.
Then in order to have a dual to (2.14) we need to put D3 branes in (2.13). Applying to
(5.4) the same rotation that applied to (5.2) gives (2.13), we get
ds2 = H
−1/2
1 [−dt2 + dr2 +
r2
1 +H−11 (α˜r/l
2
s)
2
dΩ22] +H
1/2
1 (d~σ
2 + d~x2)
B = − α˜/l
4
s
1 +H−11 (α˜r/l
2
s)
2
ǫijk
y˜idy˜j ∧ dy˜k
H1
eφ = gs[1 +H
−1
1 (α˜r/l
2
s)
2]−1/2 (5.5)
and the harmonic function is
H1 = 1 +
4πgsNα
′2
(~σ2 + ~x2)2
(5.6)
The decoupling limit is the same as the one in [16], and one finds l4sH1 = 4πλ/U
4, and
then
ds2
l2s
=
U2√
4πλ
[−dt2 + dr2 + r
2
1 + α˜2r2U4/(4πλ)
dΩ22] +
√
4πλ
U2
(dU2 + d ~X2) +
√
4πλdΩ2
B = − α˜U
4
4πλ
1
1 + α˜2r2U4/(4πλ)
ǫijky˜
idy˜j ∧ dy˜k; eφ = gs[1 + α˜2r2U4/(4πλ)]−1/2
A0r =
2πα′
g2YM
α˜rU4
λ
(5.7)
Note that here we have put also A0r. In [16] only the NS-NS fields were written explic-
itly, but one can easily check that Aµν is there also (the solution was found by performing
transformations on a D1 solution, carrying A01 in that case).
In the case in [12], the dual to the magnetic vortices were D1 strings, as they carried
gauge flux. In our case however, the solitons are just string-like objects living in the (t, r,Ω2)
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directions, but they do not carry flux so they are not D-branes. We will however calculate
first what happens for D1 branes, which have fixed D1 tension, and then make the tension
arbitrary. The action is
SD1 = −
1
2πα′
∫
dx0dx1e−φ
√
det(gµν∂aXµ∂bXν) +
1
2πα′
∫
Aµν∂0X
µ∂1X
νdx0 ∧ dx1 (5.8)
Let us look at a string oriented along t and r. Then the static potential of a string of
length L in σ will be (S=− ∫ dtV (< r >,U) and < r > is the average position of the string
in the r direction)
V (< r >,U) =
∫
dr
α˜rU4
4πλ(2πgs)
[
√
1 +
4πλ
α˜2r2U4
− 1] (5.9)
and the potential becomes constant at U →∞, namely
V (< r >,∞) = 1
2g2YM α˜
∫
dr
r
(5.10)
As a result (since V’(U)=0 at infinity), as for the solitons in [12], these static strings
living at U = ∞ will be solutions of the equations of motion. Notice also that then V ′(<
r >) = V (< r >) = 0 at U = ∞, so the strings will settle (and become solutions of the
equations of motion) at large < r >.
The complete velocity-dependent action for these strings moving on the sphere Ω2 (since
as we saw our solution moves on Ω2 also) is found easily to be
S = −
∫
dt
∫
dr
α˜rU4
4πλ(2πgs)
[
√
1 +
4πλ
α˜2r2U4
√
1− ~v
2
Ωr
2(4πλ)
4πλ+ α˜2r2U4
− 1] (5.11)
and we see that in the limit U → ∞ this dispersion relation is galilean, i.e. there is no
bound on velocity, exactly as in the case in [12]. More precisely, the velocity is bounded by
4πλ+ α˜2r2U4 which becomes infinite as U →∞. The energy becomes in the limit
E =
1
2g2YM α˜
∫
dr
r
(1 + ~v2Ωr
2) ≃ 1
2g2YM α˜
L
< r >
(1 + ~v2Ω < r >
2) (5.12)
where L is the length of the string ∆r and ~vΩr = ~v is the velocity in the sphere directions.
We note that this is exactly the formula in (4.54) for the unit flux case (M = 1, 4πα1 =
1), except for a factor of J2MAX . We can take it to mean that flux conservation in the
spherically symmetric case means that J2MAX D1 strings are required (being mostly paired
as positive/negative flux pairs, with a single effective unit of flux) in this noncommutative
case. It is also possible that perhaps due to the peculiar definition of the derivatives, in
(4.21) FikF
ik = (1/j2)([Ci, Ck] − [∂i, ∂k])2 which would also solve the discrepancy, but it is
hard to see why that would be so.
For the flux-less solution, the overall tension in (5.8) is arbitrary, and then there is an
arbitrary constant multiplying (5.12), giving solutions with arbitrary mass, as obtained in
(4.54).
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So we have found that the noncommutative gauge theory studied has flux-less solutions
of arbitrary mass and with galilean dispersion relations, thus with speeds arbitrarly higher
than the speed of light.
The same comments as in [12] apply: the velocity in the gauge theory is velocity in the
open string metric. In the holographic dual, this velocity is just coordinate velocity, the
velocity measured by a local observer is still bounded by the speed of light.
Causality is not violated because we have a spontaneous violation of Lorentz invariance,
brought about by the constant H123, which defines a preferred time slicing, exactly like the
FRW metric ansatz (thus phsyically by the CMBR background). The oddity is of course
that the Lorentz violation is arbitrarily large (independent on the value of H123, as it was
independent on the value of θ in [12]).
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the consequences of a constant NS-NS H field with 4d spatial
indices, i.e. H123. Such a field has an equal positive energy density and pressure, ρ = p > 0,
i.e. stiff matter. Cosmological constraints on such a tensor are enough to guarantee that open
strings and closed strings see approximately the same metric over the whole Universe, and
the noncommutativity is θij = αǫijkxk. We have argued that since for a certain ansatz (2.13)
giving the noncommutative space (2.14) the Seiberg-Witten limit is unnecessary, presumably
α′ corrections should decouple at energies below the string scale, even though we are not
in the Seiberg-Witten limit. Even though the H field is constant, the star product defined
by θij is associative. Having a constant H field at the Planck scale, in the presence of Dp
branes needed for the existence of open strings will be hard in general, but in this paper we
did not deal with the possibility of having consistent string models for the Planck era, but
seeing what are the possible implications of a general model giving a constant H field.
The H field has positive energy density, thus if it would dominate, the cases of interest
would be flat or open Universe, and we showed what happens for an open Universe. If it is
added to other types of matter, it gives a behaviour like stiff matter, i.e. ρH ∼ 1/a6. That
means that at this moment, the energy density of H would be negligible, and it should have
been of the order of the total energy density at an early time, like the Planck scale or the
string scale. For instance, if [x, x] ∼ l2P at the scale of the Universe now, and ls ∼ (10TeV )−1,
then ρ ∼ l−4s about 58 e-foldings ago.
The noncommutative space with θij = αǫijkxk is a collection of fuzzy spheres, with ar-
bitrary radius, i.e. the radial slices are fuzzy spheres. That means that the representation
space is given by aribtrary {|jm >}jm. But one needs to define derivatives on this space in
order to define gauge theory, and then one needs to define also objects like ∂/∂m|jm >, in
analogy with ∂/∂x|x > for the usual (commuting) representation space. On this noncom-
mutative space we built solutions analogous to the ones in [12], that can be interpreted as
strings extending in a radial direction. There was no automatic flux quantization condition
however, and moreover, we found flux-less solutions too. The flux-less solutions thus have
arbitrary tension (as well as length), and have a galilean dispersion relation, thus being able
to travel at speeds arbitrarily higher than the speed of light.
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In the dual description, the strings are solitonic strings of finite length living at U =∞,
and their galilean dispersion relation comes from the fact that gΩΩ/g00 → 0 as U →∞, thus
because their coordinate velocity is unbounded at U → ∞, even though of course the local
velocity is always bounded by c.
The fact that we have solitons of arbitrarily large speeds is as puzzling here as in [12],
the mechanism by which this Lorentz violation doesn’t contradict causality is somewhat
obscured, although of course its source is having a spontaneous Lorentz violation by H123,
which makes the usual arguments about choosing moving reference frames and creating an
a-causal loop invalid, as explained in [12]. Here we have the additional puzzle that the masses
of the solitons are arbitrary, even though there is a natural energy scale in the theory, the
noncommutativity scale 1/l0.
Of course the solitons that we have studied in this paper could in principle be quantum
mechanically unstable, at least the flux-less ones, for which there is no topological constraint.
The same argument used in [12], that it takes an infinite amount of time to get to U =∞ in
the holographic dual could maybe be used to argue the fact that they are long lived though.
There are many things to be further studied. The possibility that H123 actually creates
the initial conditions for the start of FRW cosmology (as opposed to just being consistent
with them) needs to be explored. One needs to study whether or not the assumed decoupling
of α′ corrections in this noncommutative case is actually valid. Both the noncommutative
gauge theory and the solitons we have found deserve further study too.
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Appendix A. Constant noncommutativity faster than
light soliton.
In this appendix we present the details of the faster than light soliton solution of [12]. It
deals with the constant noncommutativity, described in complex coordinates
[x2, x3] = iθ; z =
x2 + ix3√
2
⇒ [z, z¯] = θ (A.1)
By rescaling, the algebra of coordinates becomes that of creation/annihilation operators:
[a, a+] = 1 (A.2)
Then one can define derivative with respect to the complex coordinates as
∂ → −[a+, ]; ∂¯ = [a, ] (A.3)
They are uniquely defined and obey
[∂, z] = 1; [∂, ∂¯] = 1 (A.4)
where the first condition is imposed as a definition of derivatives, and then the second follows
as a consequence.
On a scalar field, the covariant derivative will be
Dφ = ∂φ + i[A, φ] = −[C, φ]; C = a+ − iA (A.5)
Then one defines the field strength of the gauge field A in the usual way
F = −[a+, A¯]− [a, A] + [A, A¯] = [C, C¯] + 1 (A.6)
where the 1 comes from [∂, ∂¯]. Thus unlike the commutative case, the field strength is not
just the commutator of covariant derivatives (or rather, we have to define what that means).
The YM action (for the gauge field A) on the noncommutative space, in the A0 = 0 gauge
is then
2π
g2YM
∫
dx0dx1dx2dx3F
2
µν =
2π
g2YM
∫
dx0(
∫
dx1) θTr[−∂tC∂tC¯ + ([C, C¯] + 1)2] (A.7)
and the equations of motion and constraints following from it are
∂2tC = [C, [C, C¯]]; [C, ∂tC¯] + [C¯, ∂tC] = 0 (A.8)
We assume that the x1 direction is trivial, so
∫
dx1 = L is an arbitrary constant (the extension
in the x1 direction of the solution, that will then look like a string soliton in 3+1 dimensions).
The constraints are Gauss law constraints, obtained by varying with respect to A0 and then
imposing the A0 = 0 gauge condition (one can think of it roughly as [Di, F0i] = 0).
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In the static case they reduce to just
[C, [C, C¯]] = 0 (A.9)
States on the noncommutative plane are functions of z, z¯, which are however represented by
creation and annihilation operators. Thus one can represent any state as a linear combination
of the basis states for the a, a+ oscillators, namely {an}n∈Z . Then the identity on the
noncommutative plane is represented as
1 =
∑
n≥0
|n >< n| (A.10)
Defining the shift operator
S =
∞∑
i=0
|i >< i+ 1|; S+ =
∞∑
i=0
|i+ 1 >< i| (A.11)
we see that it satisfies
SS+ = 1; S+S = 1− |0 >< 0| (A.12)
Then one finds that a solution of the equations of motion (A.9) with unit magnetic flux is
given by
C = S+a+S +
1
θ
l0|0 >< 0| (A.13)
where l0 is an arbitrary complex number, corresponding to the position of the flux on the
noncommutative plane. Then for this solution one has
θF = [C, C¯] + 1 = |0 >< 0| (A.14)
Note that C = −∂ − iA, and thus applying a translation to the l0 = 0 solution C =
S+a+S = S+z¯S = −S+∂S would mean acting with [exp(l0∂¯), ] (“Taylor expansion”) on A,
thus acting on C as
[exp(l0∂¯), C] + [exp(l0∂¯), ∂] = [exp(l0∂¯), C]− l01 (A.15)
where we see that by definition l0 corresponds to z¯ translation. The explicit translation
acting on C (the first term) is more complicated, and probably involves a change of gauge,
but if we think of it as just translating S+z¯S → S+(z¯+ l0)S with l0 a commutative quantity
(number), we get indeed
S+a+S → S+a+S − l0(1− S+S) = S+a+S − l0|0 >< 0| (A.16)
The magnetic flux through the noncommutative plane is defined as∫
F23dx
2 ∧ dx3 (A.17)
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represented now (on the noncommutative plane in oscillator states) by
TrnθF (A.18)
and we see that the solution has indeed flux equal to 1.
A multi-flux (M units) solution is
C = (S+)Ma+SM +
1
θ
M−1∑
i=0
li|i >< i| (A.19)
with the arbitrary complex numbers li representing the flux positions. Then, as
SM(S+)M = 1; (S+)MSM = 1−
M−1∑
i=0
|i >< i| (A.20)
we get
θF =
m−1∑
i=0
|i >< i| ⇒ flux = M (A.21)
The energy of this soliton is
E =
2πθ
2g2YM
LTrF 20 =
πLM
g2YMθ
(A.22)
for M units of flux.
For a moving solution one just replaces l0i with li = l
0
i + vit and obtains, from the term
∂tC∂tC¯ in the energy (which changes sign when going from S to E!)
E = m(1 + viv¯i); m =
πLM
g2YMθ
(A.23)
that is, a nonrelativistic solution energy! Note that here, v is a complex number, meaning it
is a velocity in the complex (2,3) plane. The velocity in the 1 direction is still bounded by c.
Note that the dispersion relation appeared because the li term has also M terms, thus
Tr[∂tC∂tC¯] = Mviv¯i, same as Tr[F
2
0 ] =M (M units in both traces).
In the supergravity dual theory to the noncommutative field theory, with relevant fields
[25, 26]
ds2
α′
=
U2√
λ
(−dx20 + dx21) +
√
λU2
λ+∆4U4
(dx22 + dx
2
3) +
√
λ
U2
dU2 +
√
λdΩ25
eφ =
g2YM
2π
√
λ
λ+∆4U4
; B23 = − α
′∆2U4
λ +∆4U4
; A01 =
2π
g2YM
α′∆2U4
λ
(A.24)
and θ = 2π∆2, the dual to the magnetic vortex string soliton (the noncommutative soliton
above with an arbitrary length in the trivial 3rd spatial direction) is a D-string moving in
this background. The potential for a D string to move up to U = ∞ is found to be finite,
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and matches the energy of the soliton in the field theory, thus the soliton is actually a D
string that reached U = ∞. In fact, one can check that the limit U0 → ∞ (the position of
the soliton goes to infinity) takes the role of decoupling limit.
Then the dependence of the D string action on velocity is found to be (x0 ≡ t)
S ∝
√
ds2
dt2
=
√
1− v
2
1 + ∆4U40 /λ
(A.25)
where v2 = (∂0x
2)2 + (∂0x
3)2. The complete action is actually
S = − 1
2πα′
∫
dx0dx1e
−φ
√
g11
ds2
dt2
+
1
2πα′
∫
A01dx0 ∧ dx1
= −
∫
dt
L∆2U40
λg2YM
(
√
1 +
λ
∆4U40
√
1− v
2
1 + ∆4U40 /λ
− 1)
⇒ E(U)→ L
2∆2g2YM
(1 + v2) (A.26)
One can check that for U0 →∞ we get the same nonrelativistic dispersion relation as derived
in the noncommutative theory, thus no bound on v anymore. The reason we take U0 →∞
is that the potential at infinity is constant, thus V ′(U) = 0, thus a static string at infinity
solves the equations of motion. Thus the fact that the bound on v dissappears is due to the
fact that g22/g00 = g33/g00 → 0 as U →∞ in the gravity dual. But one should note that this
is just the coordinate velocity in the gravity dual, the velocity measured by a local observed
in the background is still bounded by the speed of light.
We should also stress that the soliton velocity we refer to is the velocity in the open
string metric, but the D branes live in the closed string metric and they have a relativistic
dispersion relation, only in open string variables we have a nonrelativistic relation.
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